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Dr. Ross R.: Just finished our 2018 Convocation at Five County Stadium. Our Convocation is a 
chance for everyone to get together. I call it, in just good old Johnston County 
terms, a great big, old family reunion, so that we can focus on our students and 
lay the foundation for a successful 2018/19 school year. 

Nella Chamblee: The way this gets me ready for the school year is it gets me excited, it gets me 
pumped up, it gets me inspired, and gets ready for students to come in and just 
teach them as much as I can and inspire them as much as I can.

Dr. Ross R.: We have to be the biggest cheerleaders for our teachers because the job that 
they have on a daily basis, in facilitating the learning process, is so very 
important. This is a chance to put them in the spotlight, let them all know just 
how much we appreciate what they do on a daily basis.

Nella Chamblee: I'd experience our convocation is sort of like at a kick off. We all come together, 
we get excited for the school year, get ready to get students and kick off our 
work days. And just is pretty cool to see everyone with the same goal come in 
the same place and listen to our superintendent speak and listen to some 
people just inspire us to have a great school year.

Dr. Ross R.: What was so special about today? Seeing former students recognize teachers 
that impacted their career, sometime in elementary, middle, and high school, 
and let them know that they were the spark that ignited them to greatness. And 
then seeing those former teachers and current teachers interact with their 
students, and just know the role that we play each and every day, that often we 
just unassumingly don't know that we're making a difference.

Nella Chamblee: My favorite part of Convocation was hearing the stories from some alumni of 
Johnston County schools and hearing how teachers impacted their lives, 
because that's what I'm going to be doing so hopefully one day I can have a 
student up there talking about me and how I inspired them.

Dr. Ross R.: It's important that our teachers know that everyone that was here today knows 
that they can play a role in a student's life, just like the folks that are on the 
field. They all, each, are difference makers. And so sometimes we take that for 
granted because we're so busy with 180 days of school that we don't 
understand the impact that we have on a student. That's why we say each 
student counts, every moment matters. We don't know when that seed is 
planted for the next electrical engineer, the next student at Lee High, the next 
doctor. And so we just want our teachers, our faculties, our staff, everybody to 
understand they can be the spark that causes that student to achieve greatness 
in life. 
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